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A number-one national best seller Since his wife died, Ralph Roberts has been having trouble

sleeping. Each night he wakes up a bit earlier until he's barely sleeping at all. During his late-night

walks, he observes some strange things going on in Derry, Maine. He sees colored ribbons

streaming from people's heads, two strange little men wandering around town after dark, and more.

He begins to suspect that these visions are something more than hallucinations brought on by lack

of sleep. There's a definite mean streak running through this small New England city; underneath its

ordinary surface awesome and terrifying forces are at work. The dying has been going on in Derry

for a long, long time. Now Ralph is part of it...and lack of sleep is the least of his worries. Returning

to the same Maine town where It took place, a town that has haunted Stephen King for decades,

Insomnia blends King's trademark bone-chilling realism with supernatural terror to create yet

another masterpiece of suspense.
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There are many people for whom the book "Insomnia" will serve as a cure for the titular condition.

It's an 800 page book that takes about 150 pages to start making sense -- the first quarter of the

book is all strange goings-on with no exposition.Our hero, an old man with a dying wife, begins

loosing sleep and (he thinks) hallucinating. He can see auras around people, fields of light that

change according to their mood and health and terminate in a long "balloon-string," their soul. And if

that's not strange enough, he starts seeing three little bald men dressed as surgeons, who go

around snipping people's strings.It's all very psychedelic and intriguing, but I can see someone



giving up on the book before it really gets rolling. Which would be a shame, because the plot kicks

in around page 150 and it's a heck of a ride, all the more enjoyable if you don't know what's

coming.Suffice to say that this is the multiverse-hopping, cosmic guru King of The Stand and It, not

the bare-bones King of The Girl Who Loved Tom Gordon and Running Man (I like 'em both, if you

were wondering). Insomnia is actually a better read than both The Stand and It, because it is more

closely tied into the world as we know it. Most importantly, the characters are complex and

believable, truly people worth knowing.So if you've got the attention span and the physical strength

to lift this book, definitely pick it up. It's a stone trip.

This has to be one of King's most misunderstood and underappreciated works. When I first read this

in 1994, I was in my early twenties and didn't really connect with the older characters of this book.

Now in my thirties, and not being as bright-eyed and bushy-tailed, I recently dusted off my

hardcover and re-read this.In my opinion this has to rank among the best King has done. Do not be

fooled into thinking there is a lengthy diatribe about the abortion issue. King populates both sides of

the argument with good and bad people. If anything, King's message is probably "leave it alone"

which I guess can be interpreted that he supports women's choice, but he really doesn't browbeat

his opinions through his book (unlike say Dan Brown in The Da Vinci Code).I do think you have to

be of a certain age to connect with the characters. Younger readers may not appreciate all the

nuances regarding growing old that King conveys in this book.More importantly, though, my second

reading has made me realize how connected this book is with The Dark Tower series King is

finishing this year. This might well be considered an ancillary Dark Tower book, as The Talisman,

Black House, The Stand and now 'Salem's Lot (for Father Callahan) are.Give this book a read. It

isn't horror per se, as most of King's books aren't in the strictest definition of the horror genre. It is a

well written book populated with characters you will care about for the duration of the book (and

after!).

Ralph Roberts, now there's a name I'll remember. We've been through a lot, Robert and I (oh,

around 787 pages, I'd say), and I don't regret one moment. Sure, the first 200 pages aren't your

typical Stephen King book, but I don't see this story NOT having those pages! Mr. King actually took

a long time to set up his characters, and with good reason: you end up giving a damn about them,

you feel their joy and echo their sorrow. But after around 200 pages, ahh, that's where the

adventure really begins, when Ralph Roberts, who has been sleeping less and less, starts to see

auras around everything. Just when you think that you have it pretty much figuered out, Mr. King



throws you a nice curve ball and surprises you again. Not really a horror book, but an amazing read.

Oh, and if you've read King's Dark Tower series, you are in for a special treat! Oh, and don't listen

to the one star reviews, they must not of had the patience to get through the first 200 pages. 4 and a

half stars!!

When I was younger, I saw a big, inflated ad for IT. The green claw grasping through the sewer

grating grabbed my curiosity and squeezed. I asked for, and received, it for Christmas (I was twelve,

how's that for a children's story?). I loved the thing.The next Christmas, I got everything Stephen

King had ever published. Half of it was great. Half of it could have lured flies from a three-day-old

corpse. Every time he wrote something, I got it for Christmas. After the astonishingly bad

Tommyknockers I stopped reading them. Eventually, my family noticed, and stopped buying them

for me. A few years later, he published Desperation and The Regulators at the same time. They

both sounded interesting, but I couldn't bring myself to buy them. I mean, after all,

TOMMYKNOCKERS!! A few weeks ago, I saw hardback copies of Desperation and The Regulators

in the overstock bin at Waldenbooks for under $5.00 each. Well, I bought 'em, read 'em, and loved

'em. So I went ahead and read Insomnia.This book is not for everyone. There is character

development out the wazoo, and some people cannot handle quite that much. After all, some

people thought Michael Mann's film Heat was too long. About 200 - 250 pages goes by before the

main plot kicks in. I know what you're thinking, "Michael Moorcock could tell the history of the

multiverse in 250 pages." Well, Michael Moorcock never had characters that felt this real.Face it,

Stephen King is not successful because of his fast-paced, plot-driven narratives. Stephen King is

successful, because of the details, and characters so thought out, you forget they're not real.I liked it

a lot.
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